NEW GRADUATE STUDENT ORIENTATION
(Electrical Engineering, Computer Engineering & Telecommunications Engineering)

Spring 2017

January 3rd @ 9:30 am – 2:00 pm
TI Foundation Auditorium, ECSS 2.102

Attendance is Mandatory

If attending, click here to R.S.V.P online by December 1, 2016

Notes:
For International Students – The Graduate Engineering Orientation is different from the International Student Orientation, your presence is mandatory for both.

For all EE students – Please indicate on the online RSVP the specialization area in which you will be studying. Click the links below to review the EE/CE/TE degree plans:

- Circuits and Systems
- Communications
- Control Systems
- Digital Systems
- Power Electronics and Energy Systems
- Photonic Devices and Systems
- RF and Microwave Engineering
- Signal Processing
- Solid State Devices and Micro Systems Fabrication

CE and TE students do not need to choose a specialization area.

- For other graduate engineering orientation-related questions, email eegrad_assist@utdallas.edu
- If unable to attend due to conflict in schedule, request online form for alternate orientation (link available on January 4-17)
- For deferment, see how to defer admissions
- To decline admission, see how to accept/decline admission
- For visa issues, see UTD-ISSO or email ISSOProspective@utdallas.edu (for both prospective and new students)